
iSaloni 2013 _ Preview

At the next appointment with the design, iSaloni 2013, Progetti will present cuckoo and clocks with a strong 
aesthetic impact, real pieces of furniture for home and office.

Following the guidelines for this year, only partly revealed at Macef and Ambiente, the company will focus on 
new materials, bright colors, style, young design that 'makes a difference'.

Here, images and descriptions of some products that will be exposed.

Circle Clock _ design Studio Kuadra

A clock with a linear design but soft at the same time, revolutionary and 
innovative as they are completely covered in MOSS by Verde Profilo, a 
lichen natural that can be used indoors, even in rooms without natural 
light. Nature is at home with Circle Clock.

 

4stagioni _ design Alessia Gasperi

The cuckoo 4stagioni, elegant and discreet, with its four variants pays 
tribute to their seasons that take place during the year: the green brings 
to mind the spring, the leaves newborn in the trees, the buds of flowers, 
orange us accompanied, however, in hot weather, summer to pass on 
the golden sand on the seashore, and the clock is ticking and we are in 
autumn with red, the intense color of the falling leaves and finally the 
blue that brings us into the winter season, between the snow-capped 
mountains and waterfalls of ice make magic everywhere.

Kandinsky _ Barbero design

With this cuckoo Projects pays tribute to the great Russian artist 
creator of abstract painting.
It is made of three intersecting circles (clock, cuckoo clocks and 
pendulum) of different sizes and colors reminiscent of the art of 
Kandinsky, which was inspired by the balance of power and weight 
between the geometric elements and their interaction with the colors. 
Just the circle took on a special meaning for the artist, who said, 'the 
circle, I use it so much in the last period, sometimes can not be called 
anything but romantic.'
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